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Your ability to craft and impart a compelling 
story will make the difference between coming 
up short and delivering your dreams.        
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"Engaging and humorous! 
Insightful and practical tips on 
shaking up your networking 
confidence and crafting a pitch 
people want to hear. John's 
approach to coaching is the 
entrepreneur's secret 
weapon."   -Christina Kane        
The Grove New Haven 

“John was fabulous! His 
presentation was as informative 
as it was entertaining. What was                                                 
particularly telling, is that our 
group, accustomed to making 
short presentations about their 
respective businesses, did an 
especially effective job that 
evening. Many took his 
suggestions to heart, and it was 
fun to see how many of the 
"same" presentations now 
seemed fresh, interesting and 
powerful.”             –Alex Virvo                                                       
Stamford Innovation Center 

                                                          
“John not only has a magical 
ability to make people laugh but 
is also a skilled and generous 
teacher. In just a short session he 
taught me how to distill bland 
public speaking into a punchy 
tale that would grab an audience 
by the lapels and dare them to 
look away. I am so grateful.” 
                       -Wendy Kann, author         
Casting with a Fragile Thread: A 
Story of Sisters and Africa 

 

                                                               
As an accomplished actor, 
author, and storyteller,          
John O’Hern teaches 
entrepreneurs, executives, and 
authors to integrate the art of 
storytelling into their 
presentations, enhancing 
leadership, inspirational and 
networking skills with 
confidence and peace of mind.  

John focuses his talent to 
extract the core of a story out of 
chaos, coaching storytellers of all 
abilities 

A regular on the local storytelling 
circuit, John has taught the art of 
performance storytelling at 
Norwalk Community College, 
held storytelling workshops, and 
is the author of a novel, a memoir 
and two plays. 

203.952.4810  
john@johnohern.com 

KnowYourStory.net 

In an interactive and engaging 
seminar, actor, author, and 

master storyteller, John O’Hern 
uses his natural comedic talents 
to teach participants the art of 

storytelling for presenting, 
pitching, promoting, and 

prospecting. 
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